
THE AUSTRALIAN STAGE AT UMBRIA JAZZ 2001 

by Peter Kenyon* 

_______________________________________________________ 

[Peter Kenyon sent the following email to Eric Myers, National Jazz Development 

Officer, after having read in JazzChord, Aug/Sep, 2001 the review written by the 

critic Mike Zwerin of performances by the three groups at Umbria Jazz 2001: the 

Bernie McGann Trio, the Tim Stevens Trio and the quintet Ishish. Mike Zwerin’s 

review can be read on this website at this link 

https://www.ericmyersjazz.com/contributions/.] 

Dear Eric 

I read with pride the Mike Zwerin review. We all know, of course, about the talent 

here in Australia – Bernie McGann, Ten Part Invention, Ishish -  and I could add 

many more, as could we all. But the rest of the world doesn’t know really, that we 

even have a jazz scene, let alone one which is riddled with passion and talent, and 

which is deserving of wider recognition - as they say in the mags! 

 

For the first time at Umbria Jazz, in 2001 three Australian groups performed. Tim 

Stevens (pictured above) led his trio. Photos of the other two bandleaders Bernie 

McGann and Ronny Ferella appear on the next page… 

This is where the National Jazz Development (NJD) Program comes in. I am 

extremely proud of the work that the National Jazz Development Office  put in to 

initiating, facilitating and organising this wonderful opportunity for Australian jazz 

in one of the world’s great festivals.  

__________________________________________________________ 

*Peter Kenyon was chair of JazzWA, the management committee of the Western 

Australian Jazz Development Program, and the WA delegate on the National Jazz 

Development Committee, which oversaw the National Jazz Development Program. 

https://www.ericmyersjazz.com/contributions/


 

Alto saxophonist Bernie McGann (above) who led his trio at Umbria Jazz 2001, and 

drummer Ronny Ferella, who led the quintet Ishish…  

 

You can and should be proud of what is a magnificent achievement. I congratulate 

you (for whatever that is worth), and I hope that critics of the Program are honest 

enough to say that without the NJD Program and without your efforts, this would 

never have happened.  

So, congratulations from me, and from JazzWA! Please distribute my comments as 

widely as you wish, Eric. 

Thanks 

Peter 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

 


